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Dirt
Fall Creek Gardens
Shawndra Miller
You’d never know to look at Fall Creek Gardens that a
toxic legacy resides several feet under the vegetables
growing there. The Mapleton-Fall Creek
neighborhood’s community garden and resource
center occupies a large stretch on Central Avenue,
adjacent to the Unleavened Bread Café. A portion of
the property held a dry cleaning establishment, which
was in dire neglect in the early 2000s. When the
building collapsed and fell into the street, its
demolition paved the way for the garden project.
But the soil had been tainted from solvents used for
dry cleaning. The city
declared the property
a brownfield after
d em o l i sh i ng
the
building.
Does that put the
families who garden
there at risk? No,
because the garden’s
originators followed
best practices to make
the grounds safe for planting, says FCG’s former
executive director Maggie Goeglein Hanna.
The community began eyeing the site as a potential
garden spot because of its size—and out of need for
high-quality food in the midst of a food desert. Levert
Sharpe, a longtime community gardener and current
FCG board member, says, “The Mapleton-Fall Creek
Development Corporation owned the land, and they
wanted to keep it green and reclaim the land.” At the
time, the neighborhood had few options for fresh
produce.
Since 2011, Fall Creek Gardens has filled that need:
Seven formerly vacant lots hold an orchard and
community garden, with a large sunflower mural
overlooking the land. The space has hosted numerous
gardening, composting, and chicken-keeping

workshops, and has become a neighborhood
gathering point. Area soup kitchens and food pantries
receive donations of FCG produce each year, adding
up to hundreds of pounds of nourishing food for
hungry families.
According to Maggie, it’s not unusual for urban
gardens to occupy an area with contaminated soil.
“There are so many brownfields or questionable soil
situations in the city because of industry,” she says.
Aside from historic use of specific lots, a lead smelting
plant downtown left an unfortunate legacy. Fumes
from the plant spread
beyond the immediate
neighborhood,
and
years later the toxic
dust is still an issue
when soil is disturbed
in many of our urban
yards.
Lead was not the most
serious problem at
FCG,
where
dry
Laura Friesen cleaner solvents had
seeped into the dirt. An
underground storage tank from an automotive
business also contributed to the grounds’ toxicity. The
garden’s organizers followed the best practices for
safely addressing soil contamination of any kind:
When in doubt, build up.
The city brownfields expert did not require removal of
the tainted soil. Instead, he required the grounds to be
capped with two feet of clean soil or two feet of clean
mulch, with one-foot-tall raised beds built above that.
Rather than two feet of soil, which was prohibitively
expensive, FCG organizers chose to spread wood chip
mulch from local tree trimmers. Soil in the beds came
from a farmer selling off topsoil, mixed with compost
from Greencycle.
Continued on page 2
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Laura Friesen likes to walk the river's edge
with her dog, Muddles, hang out with family
and “try new ethnic recipes that send me to
small shops here and there for unusual
supplies.” Laura’s artwork is on pages 1 and
7.

Becca Longenecker works as a copywriter at a local startup called
Viral Launch and spends the rest of her time making food, thinking
about what food to make, writing poetry, thinking about what poems
to write, listening to podcasts, and trying to make everything more
beautiful in an attempt to fight off seasonal
depression. “Last year I attended a
Black Friday service for the first time at St.
Joan of Arc Catholic Church, and at the end of
the service a deacon drew a cross on my
forehead with ash, saying, ‘From dust you
were made, and to dust you will return.’ I
never felt so mortal and so connected to the
cycle of life.” Becca’s poetry is on pages 4 and 8.

Fall Creek Gardens, continued from page 1
“It’s a good use of brownfield land that was sitting there
empty,” says Delbert Culp, who coordinated volunteers
from Shalom and First Mennonite for the project. He also
brought the funding opportunity to the local MEDA
chapter, which provided money for raised beds and topsoil.
Delbert says that few vegetables’ root systems go more than
12 inches deep, so the layering of material is more than
enough to keep the produce safe to eat.
“It’s a little oasis there in the middle of a food desert,” he
says—a former liability, now turned into a community
asset.

Working with Clay
As described by Jeremy South
Clay involves our senses. Not too many of the kids
taste the clay, but occasionally that happens. We
can feel it, we can smell it, we can hear it with air
bubbles popping, with the roll and smash of the
clay . It’s a great way to connect with kids who
may not feel that they can express themselves, but
can express themselves with clay. When using clay,
we have to filter out the impurities. There’s a lot of
connectedness to our own lives through that
analogy, getting rid of those things that hold us
down and moving on with the things that move us
to be a better person. Working with clay is almost a
form of meditation, because if I’m angry or sad or
happy, it doesn’t really matter. When I start
working with clay, I move to a different space. I
am completely engulfed in what I’m doing. And it
allows me then to come out of it in a very relaxed,
very comfortable, more of a meditative state, with a
better perspective than maybe when I first went in.
Clay can be found all around the world and
connects us to history, to the present with how we
use clay. It can also connect us to the future, as
artists oftentimes depict the direction that we’re
headed through art. Clay is a good way to connect
us through all time and space, a way to know that
we are more alike than we are different.

Share your pictures, writing, or artwork. The
next themes are Interruptions (deadline for
submissions is 4/21) and Pearl (deadline 7/21).
Send content to MennoExpressions@indymenno.org
MennoExpressions reserves the right to edit
submissions, including for length and/or clarity;
submissions are published as space and relevancy to
themes allow.
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Shawndra Miller enjoys offering people a wider vision of what’s
possible through her energy work and writing. Find her at
shawndramiller.com. ”A memorable experience with dirt was
learning from my dad how to transplant garden starts. When I was
12 I went through a pioneer phase and wanted
to try my hand at herb gardening. He devoted a
corner of the back yard to herbs, helping me dig
holes and plant seedlings of marjoram, chervil,
mint, and comfrey. I had never been much
interested in gardening before so he was pleased
to nurture this new hobby. A few years later we
would again take up shovels, this time to bury
my dog Sammy in that same spot.”
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Soil
Mike Wigginton
continued. We had a garden, tended chickens, ducks
In the fall of 1972, after attending college for a year
and bees. I even picked cotton a few times with my
before dropping out, leaving home, breaking up with
Mocoví friends, although they assured me that I
my high school girlfriend, driving a delivery truck for
would starve to death as a cosechero if I didn’t
a year, losing my student deferment, drawing number
significantly increase my production!
45 in the selective service lottery, receiving my draft
notice and not going to Vietnam because of a 4F
In 1996 we found ourselves back in the US once again.
classification, I went back to college. By that time, I
I worked a contract job for Michigan State University
was finally ready to study. Books like Silent Spring by
Extension in southern Michigan before once again
Rachel Carson and A Sand County Almanac by Aldo
being offered a soil scientist job with the then-recently
Leopold were what I cut my teeth on in my newfound
r e - n a m ed U S D A N a t u r a l
interest in creation care.
Resources Conservation Service
Three years later, after
(NRCS), the same agency I had
taking a bunch of
left 14 years earlier.
environmental science,
agronomy and civil
The last 20 years have found me
engineering courses, I
doing a number of soil jobs
graduated from Ohio State
within NRCS, and since May of
University with a B.S. in
2000 I have also done private soil
natural
resources
consulting. After a six-month
management. This city kid
advancement
to
an
worked with the Ohio
administrative soil job in Ohio
Environmental Protection
several years ago, I decided to be
Agency for a time before
downwardly mobile and return
being hired by the USDA
to Indiana to what will likely be
Soil Conservation Service
my last government soil job.
(SCS) to work as a soil
About ten years ago at USDA, we
scientist in western Ohio.
started digitizing soil data and
So began my 40 year
Mike
standing
in
a
soil
pit,
explaining
the
finer
posting the information to the
sojourn with dirt, or as
points of healthy soil internet. The interest in soil has
some prefer to call it, soil.
increased exponentially since that
time
and
I
am
kept
busy helping people find and
I made soil maps for six years in three Ohio locations
interpret the soil information they need. About five
before parlaying my education and work experience
years ago, NRCS adopted a “Soil Health” emphasis.
into an offer from the Mennonite Central Committee
For an old soil scientist, it is especially gratifying to
for my wife Becky and me to run a rural development
see this trend. It takes me back to my childhood when
project with remote area dwellers (Bushmen of San) in
I spent time visiting my uncle’s dairy farm. To my
Botswana, Africa.
knowledge, he never used fertilizer, herbicide or
pesticide, instead favoring a system of long-term crop
After returning to the US in 1985, I worked at an Ohio
rotations and manure management. NRCS and the
State research farm, an apple orchard/dairy farm in
nation’s producers have a long way to go to promote
Elkhart, Indiana and with Pioneer Hybrid Seed Corn
responsible management of the land but hopefully we
in northern Indiana/southern Michigan. Meanwhile I
can make up for lost time and continue to push for
was studying at Associated Mennonite Biblical
more sustainable and more resilient soils.
Seminary (AMBS) when we connected with some
folks who worked with Native Americans in
For the last six years I have especially enjoyed my job,
Argentina. We found ourselves spending the next
working with about 50 colleagues in northwestern
eight years in the Argentine Chaco, raising three kids
Indiana. Being the only soil expert in the area is a
and accompanying our Mocoví, Pilagá, Toba, and
Continued on page 9
Wichí brothers and sisters. The soil connection
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Cleansed by the Dirt
Lee Ivey
15 Then

2 Kings 5:15-17:
Naaman
and all his attendants went back
to the man of God. He stood
before him and said, “Now I
know that there is no God in all
the world except in Israel. So
please accept a gift from your
servant.” 1 6 The prophet
answered, “As surely as
the Lord lives, whom I serve, I
will not accept a thing.” And
even though Naaman urged him,
he refused. 17 “If you will not,”
said Naaman, “please let me,
your servant, be given as much
earth as a pair of mules can carry,
for your servant will never again
make burnt offerings and
sacrifices to any other god but
the Lord.”
Which was holy first? The cup, or
its contents? The blessing, or the
blesser? The scroll, or its author?
The tree, or its fruit? The ground,
or the roots? If your cup was dirty,
would it contaminate your water?
If the blesser was a sinner, would
it disqualify your blessing? If the
fruit was ripe, would that mean
that the tree was well nourished?
If the kids are good, does that
mean that the parents were never
foolish? If you have an answer for
these, talk to me after you read
this! By having an answer to these
questions means you also know
what definitively makes
something holy.
I met this person named Webster
who said that “holy” means clean,
righteous, Godly, pious, devout,
saintly, sacred, blessed,
consecrated, and divine.
Throughout this sermon, keep
your minds framed on what
makes something holy. Amen.
The scripture tells us that Naaman

was a valiant warrior, captain of
the army of Aram, defeater of the
Israeli army. Naaman means
“pleasantness,” but there wasn’t
much that was pleasant about this
captain. Many had died at the
blade of his sword and the arrow
from his bow, many were raped
a nd r i d i c u l ed u n d e r hi s
leadership, and this captain had
leprosy. He was internally twisted
and externally tainted. He wasn’t
living up to the sentiments of his
name.
This lack of pleasantry had a
domino effect as his subordinates
would raid the surrounding
nations and take captive the locals
for the purpose of enslavement.
During the particular time
discussed in this set of scriptures,
the soldiers took captive a young
girl from Israel with God-knowswhat intentions. Commentaries
say that Naaman actually saved
her from the soldiers by making
her a maid to his wife. In some
twisted way, I guess he was trying

to find a piece of pleasantry.
So even as the young Israel girl
was stolen from her home, angry,
upset, used, and abused, the
scripture tells us that she told
Naaman’s wife that the prophet in
Samaria could heal Naaman of his
leprosy. Wisdom was just spoken
by the youth. The old folks would
say she was well beyond her
years. This young girl was
wounded but not wanting. Pain
reigned inside her but she wasn’t
revengeful or enraged. She didn’t
have to help him get healed. She
could have let him face the future
he deserved. So Naaman jumped
right on it. He was desperate. He
had tried everything to heal
himself: praying to his local god,
doing all the burnt offerings and
sacrifices possible, honoring the
king in every way he could think.
Naaman got permission from his
king to visit Elisha, the prophet of
Samaria, in Israel. Naaman
Continued on page 7

The Seduction
Becca Longenecker
The wide, flat canvas of my Midwest home
Bears brown on me as barn by barn by field
I sink into hypnosis, black-brown loam.
Outside the speed-blurred landscape, fall frost sealed,
pulls core-ward on my earth form, melts me down
to sub-crust currents, hot enough to wield
their history, their red-to-compost-brown
transition. I am magma surfacing
and cooling: giving up my liquid gown.
Lie down. Take winter’s subtle beckoning
as cue to give your hot ambition to
the wind, November rain, and hardening
ground. Lie down. The landscape seems to coo.
And I consent to winter’s coming too.
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All Natural
Annabella Habegger
These are stills from All Natural, a oneminute video which can be viewed at
https://youtu.be/5Jq1H8nMM4Y.
All Natural is a short experimental
performance in which dirt is used in place of
makeup and cosmetics alongside online
tutorial clips, commercials, and DIY
videos. Reflected themes can include and
are not limited to: sustainability and dirt,
humor, feminism, performance, Mother
Earth, gross tastes, weird skin feels, social
media, DIY, how-to videos, the internet in
general, video art, etc....
Annabella spends her time
listening to old-school hip
hop and rap while writing
"To-Do" lists that always
start with “Write a to-do
list.” You can soon find her
artist page on Facebook and
I n s t a g r a m
a t
annabellaclaire. “A
memorable experience I have with dirt is from
when I was playing in the yard with my younger
sister, Bethany, looking for bugs and digging
holes. She got mad at me for saying she was
using her shovel incorrectly, so she crammed a
handful of dirt in my mouth! I will never forget
that terrible moment and still tease her about it
today.”
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Laura Friesen

#composthappens
Lali Hess
A job comes to mind...
For 18 months I lived and worked at an organic
farm that was associated with a Franciscan
Convent. On Wednesdays we received a few
truckloads of 5 gallon buckets of food scraps that
the convent cafeteria had collected from scraping
plates from the previous week. It was our job (as
farm workers) to empty the buckets (think heavy)
into long troughs we had built with
strawbales. The food scraps had begun to putrefy,
and the older buckets often had maggot colonies in

them. The smell was nauseating. After emptying
the buckets we had to clean each one with soap,
cold water and a scrub brush so that they could
be sent back to the Mother House and be used
again. No length of shower could get the smell
out of our noses. But how could we hate the
job? The food scraps eventually turned into
compost that we spread back on the fields. We
were dung beetles, vultures, detritivores—an
integral part of the foodweb that just happened
to be disgusting.
#composthappens
#farmerslife
#organicisdirty
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Cleansed by the Dirt, continued from page 4
traveled all that way with his horses and chariots and
grandeur and arrived at the door. I’m sure he had an
elegant speech prepared: “Prophet of Israel, come
forth. I am Naaman of Aram, the captain of the army
of King Ben-Hadad II.” I imagine he spoke in a very
bold and presidential tone: “I have traveled far with
gifts to greet you…” One might imagine some type of
grand entrance as a prerequisite to receiving a
miracle. Instead, Prophet Elisha heard him pull up
and sent his messenger outside to tell Naaman, “Go
wash in the Jordan seven times, and your flesh shall
be restored and you shall be clean.”
This sounded ridiculous to Naaman. First, Naaman
couldn’t make his grand entrance, which was an
important build-up to his miracle. Second, he couldn’t
meet with the prophet face to face. He felt
disrespected that Elisha
sent a messenger to
speak to him outside of
Elisha’s house.
Third, Naaman was
thinking, that’s all I have
to do to be healed? Just
dunk myself in the
Jordan seven times?
Naaman was expecting
some miraculous ritual
that would be performed
by the prophet where the
prophet would call upon the Lord and he would wave
his hands over the leprosy and the heavens would
light up and the sky would open and then he would
be healed.
But fourth: You want me to wash in the Jordan River?
The Jordan though? That dirty river? The same river
that transports the blood of the many my army has
slayed? The same river that holds the memory of our
evil deeds and intentions? The same river that we
used to cross in order to kidnap the women of Israel
for enslavement? The same river we have used to
wash the blood off of our armor and send the slayed
drowning to their death? You want me to wash in the
same river? How can I be cleansed by such dirty
water?
Yes, Naaman. You see, the Lord is funny like that.
Sometimes you have to walk through the house that

you set on fire to be healed. Sometimes the only way
to your blessing is through your pain. Sometime the
only way you can be saved from yourself is to get a
taste of the affliction you have caused others.
Additionally, for all of us Naamans out here… this
text is informing us that deliverance doesn’t have to
be difficult. Naaman, you have been dealing with
crucifying thoughts for so long; you have been
condemning others for so long; hurt-people hurt
people and you have been hurting for so long; you
don’t have to wait to stop hurting. You can stop
hurting today. You can change your life today. You
can be healed right now, Naaman. It doesn’t have to
be a long, drawn-out, complicated, intricate,
miraculous process, Naaman. A lifestyle change can
happen for you right now, as you sit in your seat. You
don’t have to wait ‘til you get to your car or ‘til you
get home. You don’t have to wait until Monday or
next Sunday or the next
business day. You can
change your life right
now!
But then, the messenger
says to Naaman, “If the
prophet had commanded
you to do something
difficult, you would have
done it.” How many of us
are ready to go to the
ends of the earth for
change? I mean, we have
Laura Friesen
P90X, Insanity, Zumba,
Ninja-Warrior, people throwing up to stay skinny,
people swallowing their food whole to gain weight,
people are caking on makeup to look beautiful,
spending $300 on shoes to be cool, hundreds of
thousands of dollars on cars to be on top. Elisha said,
“Wash yourself seven times in the Jordan and you
will be healed.” That’s it. Some of us would rather do
all those things instead of this simple instruction.
Naaman eventually said, “You’re right, I was ready to
go to extreme lengths to be healed. Let me try this
simple thing God is asking of me.” So Naaman did it,
and came up with his flesh restored, looking like a
young boy. He was clean. He was cleansed by the
same dirty water. Yes, the same water where the dirt
rose to the top, making the water look muddy. Yes.
Your healing came from an unexpected source.
Continued on page 8
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Cleansed by the Dirt,
continued from page 7
Miracles know no boundaries.
They are not like walls we erect to
separate God’s creation. And that
was intentionally a loaded
statement.
But hold on, that’s not it. Naaman
was so thankful that he tried to
offer Prophet Elisha gifts but the
prophet refused. So Naaman
asked, “Since you won’t accept my
gifts, please let me take two muleloads of earth back home with me
because I only want to offer
offerings and sacrifices to the God
of Israel.”
Friends, if it has been interesting
thus far, it gets better. Naaman
asks Elisha for dirt! In the Old
Testament, it’s important to
understand that the people
believed that the god of each land
could only be worshipped on that
god’s own soil. So by Naaman
taking this dirt home with him, he
was saying, “I want your God to
be where I live because the god
that lives there cannot do what
your God does.” He was saying, “I
need the God of Israel in my
home, in my heart, in my church.”
Amen! In other words, this is Holy
Dirt. This dirt is holy because the
God of Israel resides in it. This dirt
is holy because it has been
dedicated to the service of God
and God’s church!
And if that ain’t enough for you,
the God of Israel gave us Jesus
and the Holy Spirit so that God
can reside in your dirt right here
in your home, in your hearts, and
in your church. You don’t have to
go to the Holy Land to get the
same Holy Spirit. Christ lives and
transcends all boundaries where

My Twenty-fourth Birthday
Becca Longenecker
how to describe blueblueblue coming in my window
and sun-glowing yellow and new-bud green
how to tulip this afternoon to you so that you can feel
the heart-beat pink of the red bud the dark earthy mystery of the
mud
the itch in my fingers to bury everything and wait on the porch
until summer
wondering what it will all become in terms of dinner
will you lick your fingers across the table from me
ask for more with your empty plate tilted full toward me
and a pile of what was seed one word ago:
spring, when everything is only potential
my brave sister a full three years younger than me
standing at the top of the high dive about to jump
I see her bend her knees on the inside of a daffodil’s sun cup
you wouldn’t think that they could
but oh
things grow

dirt is divided. Our altar has been
erected on Holy Land for the
service of God’s church. But God’s
church extends beyond our parcel
of land and into the heart of every
person, no matter your skin color,
your eye color, your sexuality,
your tax bracket, your age, your
whatever.
The dictionary says that dirt and
things considered dirty are
unclean matter. It comes in the
form of dust: a general powder of
organic or mineral matter; filth,
foul matter, grime; a black,
ingrained dust such as soot, soil; a
mix of clay, sand, and humus
which lies on top of bedrock. I
might add attitudes: I don’t care
how good you look, your attitude
can mess you right up. Dirty. I
might add intentions: when greed
consumes your goals. Dirty. I
might add gossip: when you add
negativity on someone’s name.

Dirty: I might add lust, I might
add what you speak, I might add
what you think, I might add what
you write, what you see.
Dirt comes in many fashions. But
all this kind of dirt is dirty. The
dirt we are talking about on today
is clean dirt. This is holy earth.
This is Holy Land. This is the dirt
you want to be grounded in. This
is the dirt you want your
foundation to be built on. This is
the dirt you want your kids to
play in. This dirt can heal you.
You know a tree by the fruit it
bears. But that tree needs some
holy dirt to grow from. Be
encouraged today, for the Holy
Land is within you.
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The Good Dirt
Catherine Swanson

Catherine Swanson has no land of her own, and her memorable experiences
with dirt came while she was doing ethnographic fieldwork. She hopes this
poem evokes her encounters during that time. In another form, the poem
appeared in the journal Tears in the Fence in 1994.

Soil, continued from page 3
privilege. You can often find me
out in the field investigating soil
properties or doing wetland
determinations.
Two years ago, the 68th session
of the United Nations General
Assembly designated 2015 for a
yearlong soil celebration as a
way to increase understanding
of the importance of soil for
food security and essential
ecosystem functions. If I retire
from my job in 2017, perhaps
it’s a good time to go out on a
winning note.
How does Mike spend his time? Read
above and cue the music: "I'm a Soil
Man..." And his hobbies include
hiking, biking, cross-country skiing,
hunting, music, and visiting their
kids (“it's kind of like ‘Where's
Waldo’!).

Photo: Gaynel Bryan

Each spring I’m on the road, looking for knobby-skinned fields, the
unbuttoning of the earth to the sun. At home it pleases me that I can step from
my building to a waiting bus. And yet I really love how a country road ends in
gravel and tilled acres hug the playground of a township school. The road also
leads to an old German church, sturdy brick against the sky. By September, a
bean field will have wrapped itself around huddled gravestones, and the
countryside will smell like an offering from the ground—onion, potato, all the
first fruits. But it all starts with chunky furrows of dark terrain sideswiping the
white clapboard edge of town. Tomorrow it will surely rain. Soil will become
the famed sucking mud that lets you know you never really own the land when
it swells against the ankle of a boot or the legs of sheep. As I drive on a cushion
of city ways, I try to remember the last time I knelt down and felt wetness grip
my knee. I want to leave the car and get inside that good dirt with beans
squirming as they brings their roots to water. I hear the church bell and the
children playing. It’s a long time until harvest, but when the time is right, I
want each seedling to find the cleft that lets it see the sky.

Becky Oberg is a
professional writer who
enjoys acting,
s i n g i n g ,
playing video
games,
and
playing with
her three pet
rats--Fiona,
Boca Raton, and Cocoa.

Captured + Completed
Annabella Habegger
This (below) is the hard slipcover for my final artist’s book made in
Venice, Italy. I worked with bits of forgotten or partially removed
graffiti (usually stickers) and completed them in my eye with humorous
dialogues added to each one to emphasize their new
personalities. Themes of public art, found object or image, cartoon,
street art, illustration, and appropriation all interested me in this
project. The dust and crumbles used on the cover and the title page is
from the dissolving walls of the scuola we attended.
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A dirt farmer
Dan Hess
Not only am I one of the Urban
Farmers (members have dirt
under their ﬁngernails), I AM a
dirt farmer. I grow dirt. I harvest
dirt. This year’s harvest of dirt
may have set a record — 16
wheelbarrow loads. I gave six
loads to Carrie and Scott which
felt pretty good because that’s
more than a tithe. See the load of
sifted compost below.

“brown stuff” —

newspaper, weeds, sawdust
(actually we don’t have
sawdust), and leaves.

I water the pile, add some urea
and then, if you will pardon the
phrase, compost happens. That is,
worms and fungi break down
the material. Aerobic bacteria
and fungi manage the chemical
process by converting the stuff
into heat, carbon dioxide and
ammonium. The ammonium
(NH4) is the form of nitrogen
that makes plants very happy.
(The drum? I put green stuff in
there during summers to speed
the process.) Harvest is high
time of the year. What fun to dig
around in fresh compost.

Actually lots of leaves.
The farming of dirt begins in the
kitchen. I/we throw yuckies
into a nice stainless steel
container — for example banana
peelings, left over bits of Swiss
chard, carrot tops, coffee
grounds, egg shells, spoiled
cabbage. Hey, it’s better if I
showed you a picture.

The thought has come to me
(seriously)
that
the
transformation of stuff into rich
compost is just a tad like the
spiritual transformation of our
human failings into something
renewed.

This refuse (technically “green
stuff” ) I toss on a pile behind
the garage. If that’s all I put
there, the pile would turn sour
as kraut, so I add what is called

Besides making dirt, Dan maintains
a backyard natural habitat that
consists of water, food and
protection for birds and wildlife.
“When I was perhaps four or ﬁve
years old, Papa and Mama bought
me a new pair of shoes. So proud
was I of those
shiny shoes that
before getting in
the car to go to
church, I took a
triumphant walk
in the muddy
garden. Alas.”

All of this green stuff and brown
stuff is on a pile out back of the
garage.

